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Symbol 

IZ. LIS? OF SYNBOIS 

- Definition 

square or rectangular matrix 

‘column matrix 7 

4. vow and je column of fa | element in 

element in i*” row of {a} 

determinant of [A] 

algebraic summation of horizontal shears in top of 

columns of the ith story; positive to right 

relative stiffness of member ij; equal to the moment 

of inertia divided by the length if the member is 

prismatic 

summation of th.e relative stiffnesses of all members 

meeting at joint i 

height of a&" story. 

bending moment at joint i in member ij; positive 

sense, clockwise on the meuber | | 

algebraic summation of -bending moments at joint i 

(4. literal); or sumuation of end moments in columns 

of the iM? story (4 mmerical) 

fixed-end moment at joint i in member ij 

algebraic summation of fixed-end moments at joint i 

(i literal); or summation of fixed-end moments in 

columns of 1°" story (4 numerical)



Symbol 

nora [A | 

o & = 

Definition 

square root of the sum of the squares of the elements 

of [a] - 
order of a square submatrix 

order of a square submatrix 

order of a rectangular matrix; r columns, s rows 

rotation, 41 radians, of joint i, positive sense, 

clockwise | — 

2G; » wher? E is Young's modulus of elasticity 

lateral teanslation of joint i; in simple frames, 

positive to left: in complex frames, sign convention 

optional 

ERO IOS, 
bi AS 
“Ly 

algebraic summation - 

Special matrices are defined when introduced.
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IIT. INTRODUCTION 

Any analysis of a statically indeterminate structure re= 

quires the solution of a number of simultaneous linear equations, 

the mumber depending upon the degree of indeterminacy. One of the 

most familiar forms for the expression of these equations, in the 

case of rigidly-connected piene frames, employs joint rotations and 

translations as redundants. Using these slope-deflection equations 

for a rectangular frame, it is necessary to determine the rotation 

of each joint, and each independent joint translation. The equations 

most commonly solved involve the equilibrium of bending moments at 

each rotating joint and the shear equilibrium of one free-body for 

each independent translation. 

Matrix notation has long been used for the compact repre~ 

sentation of systems of simultaneous Linear equations. in the struc- 

tural field, S. U. Benscoter(t)* ‘has published matrix analyses of 

continuous beams, and Pei-Ping Chen(3) has discussed matrix analysis 

of pin-conmnected structures. Most engineers, including a majority 

of those who discussed the articles of Benscoter and Chen, have con- 

sidered this compactness of notation to be the only advantage pos- 

sessed by matrix methods, Actual solution of matrix equations re- 

quires the inversion of matrices, a time-consuming process when 

classical methods are used. Consequently, for matrix methods to 

be feasible, rapid routines for inversion are essential. 

  

* Numbers refer to Bibliography. 

¥



The purpose of the present thesis is to investigate the 

feasibility of matrix methods of analysis for rigidly-connected 

structural frames in one and two dimensions. Frames are analyzed 

by means of the slope-deflection equations, expressed in matrix 

notation. Solution of the matrix equations by alternative methods 

of inversion is investigated. The various routines for inversion 

are compared with each other and with more familiar methods of 

analysis,. from the viewpoints of simplicity of operations, rapidity, 

and accuracy. 

The value of matrix methods of analysis will be judged, 

not by stuient engineers, but by design engineers and engineering 

faculties. Both groups, the author fecls, are intimately acquainted. 

with common analytical procedures such as moment distribution) , and 

the presentation of such methods in these pages would serve no useful 

purpose. If convinced of the utility of matrix methods , structural 

engineers would be willing to: learn the fundamentals’ of matrix al- 

gebra. It would be audacious of the author to attempt to present Q 

these fundamentals in & paper of this nature, when they are’ so 

thoroughly and adequately discussed in such texts as that of Frazer, 

Durican, and coltar‘®) ,
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IV, THE REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

S. Ue. Benscoter‘1) broached the possibility of using m trix 

methods for the analysis of statically indeterminate structures. His 

article, "Matrix Analysis of Continuous Beans," appeared in the 

Transactions, American Society of Civil Engineers, in 1947, and was 

devoted exclusively to the analysis of continuousebeams on non= 

settling supports. Benscobter discussed the matrix representation 

of the slope-deflection equations, methos of three moments , method 

of three slopes, and moment distribution, in each form of analysis, 

the matrix equations included a squars: "stiffness" matrix, which had 

 t0 be inverted to solve the equabiorss » | 

| Benscoter inverted the stiffness matrix by the classical 

method of determining the adjoznt aid dividing by the determinant 

of the matrix. This method of inversion, the only method presented 
\ . : ; 

in many texts 12) , is no more econcnical of time than solution of 

the similteneous equations by determinants, a notoriously time- 

consuming methed. Benscoter suggestad the possibility of decreasing 

the time required for inversion by using a matrix power series sclnu- 

tion, but. did not discuss convergerce of the serics. 

Most of the discussers of Benscoter's article seemed to 

consider the matrix methods to be of academic interest only, be, 

cause of the time required for matrix 4nversion. Benscoter, himself, 

concluded that the methods were iractical only in the case of frames 

with a number of loadings exceed Lins the number of rotating joints.



Metrix methods ef omalysis have been applied te pin- | 

connected structurse by Pei~Ping Chen (3), whose article, "Matrix | 

iualygis of Pin-Connected Structures,” appeared in 1349 in the 

frensactions, Americon Soviety of Civil Engineers, Chen, like 

- Benseoter, amployed the classical method of Anwa P5100» and con- 

elpded that his methods were practical only for structures subject 

to the multiple loadings. The advantage of the matrix method, BG= 

' eording te Chem, is that 

Pe =o «» the truge may bo sOlved for a largs variety of 

loadings wih Little additional labor, whereas gtendard methods 

genetally require the repetition of almost all conmutations for 

each set of leads.” 

  

* Ghen, Pei-Ping, "Matrix Analysia of Pin-Comected Structures," 
frangsactions, Amerlean Jeciety of Civil Engineers, vol 114 
(1949), Pp LBB 0 ; . :
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V, THE INVESTIGATION | 
EASES NAST ELM LU MELSON APSE RD 

Ao Object of the Tnvestigation a 
. . 3 ne, 

. ae 7 ad 
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The only source of difficulty in solving the matrix form. of 

the slope-deflection equations is the inversion of a "stiffness" ne trix. 

Because of the special neture of this matrix, it wes believed that 

approximete methods of inversion should yield results rapidly, with 

accuracy accepteble to the structurel engineer. The investigation was. 

initially intended to determine the suitsbility of such approximations, 

from the stendpoint of accurecy coupled with economy of time. 

Early in the investigation, it became apparent that the power 

series epproximetions being studied would not be completely satisfactory. 

A search of the matrix literature indicated the existence of fairly rapid 

direct methods of inversion. Consequently, the scope of the investigation 

wes broadened to consider the feasibility end comparative usefulness of 

direct, as well as of approximate, netheds of inversion, as applied to. 

the structural problem of plane rigid frame analysis. | 

Be Development of the Slope-Deflection Equations 

| _4n Metrix Notation 

& derivation of the scalar slope-deflection equations may be | 

_ (12) 

  

found in any text on staticelly indeterminate structures. The 

notation used herein departs slightly from the most common note tion» 

end the reader is referred to the list of symbols, page 5. 

In the freme of Figure 1, the moment in member AP ab joint & 

is given by: | 

Map * 2 Kap Bs + K ap Br, * Kap G9 + Map mee - ee ee (la)
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i(b) 

Joint Rotetion Due +o 

& Symmetrical Vertical Load: 

FIGURE 

    

  

  
1(e) 

Joint Trenslation Due to 

Horizontal Loads at Joints 

FRAME ILLUSTRATING SLOPE-DEFLECTION NOTATION -
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Similarly: 

| = * q oe em we op _ — om Map ™ 2Kyp By * Kup By * Map (1b) 

Map ™ 2Kap By * Kip ay + Map cones n= (le) 

_ These three equations express the moments at joint A in the members 

“intersecting at A, indirectly in terms of the joint rotations and 

translations and of the fixed-~end moments at A. 

For joint & to be in equilibrium, the algebraic summetion of 

| bending. moments at A must equal nero. In terms of the modified alope= 7 

deflection redundants: 

2M, “ 20K, ty + Kap G,, * Kip B, * Ke a, + Ks a, + us 0 

om om om wm (1°) 

or , 

. wm om Ye ee e "Ky % * Sup ° *K a MY, (2) ark, O, + K 2 * Bap % AB 5+ 

Sinilerly, for equilibrium of joints B, C, and b, respectively: 

1 Nyy By * 2 By * Ky Oy * Ky ay ha MIg eee ee =e (2) 

Kg By * 2B Hy * Koy Oy * Mog M7 Mg mone e ee) 

Ky By * Kop Ie * ity + Kye * Kop % 7 MD -- @) 

if the portion of the freme above section le] is considered 

as a free-body, the sum of the horizontal forces on this portion must | 

equal zero. The horizontal forces will. consist of column shears in the 

firstestory columns, and of any external horizontal loads or load
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components. The suamation of the external horizontal forces above 

section lel will be called: the story shear, designated by H,, and is. 

ct @ considered positive when directed to right. If the columns of - the 

first story are of equal Length, as in the frame of Figure 1, the sum 

of the columm sheers is equal to the sum of the colum end. moments 

divided ty the column length. The equation of shear equilibrium then 

becomes: 

2M) Map * Mea * Mop * Map Ey 2 woh een wow (5') 
L hy 
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In the modified slene-deflection notation: 

ge OT pe 2 f ep ve A Tad So oo r oo om F507 Py = yp Py * Bp By + BER] oy + Wy & m Baty (50) 

or 

AF "A 

Similarly, for shear equilibrium of the portion of the frame above 

section Bez? 

3g 8, * Byp G+ KO * MO + QIK, a= 
& ABB CD'S OD a 2 

= WT, a Pe =F ee mm oD GD am as (6) 

22 a 

@ Equations (1) through (6) are solved simultaneously for th 

t CG
 six redundents, which ave the en substituted inte equations 

£ (la), (ib}, (le), ete., to determine the final end momenta in each 

MeMber s



The modi fied slope~eflection equations, as presented above, 

are not the most general form, but are valid if sll members of the - 

frame are prismetic, or if an average stiffness value is assumed for 

each member. | 

In matrix notation, the above six equations may be represented 

            

bys 

_ | a ee 
22K, Kip 0 yy Eye Ky o, ~My 

Kun 22K, Kee 89 0) Oa | By - MM, 
O Keg 25Ky Epp 0 Kop (fp. fem . 

Kay 9 Kay 22K Epp Egy Ba 7 M 

Kap © 0 Fi&yp 25K, 0 a, fe My oHyL, 

Ki, Bay Kop Mop 9 22&| | a ~ MoH L, 

or, in compact notations [x] x ig} @ {= no ooo mam = (7!) 

The single matrix equation is solved for ig} by pre-~ 

multiplying both sides by [x] ol the inverse of [x] o 

[9] « (F)7= } nero ee 
Once the column matrix { g} hes been determined, giving ‘the joint 

“rotations and translations, all end moments may be rapidly computed , 

using equations of the form of Equations (a), (ib), etce These. 

computations may be expressed by four matrix equations, solving, in 

the first matrix equation, for the end moments to the right of each 

joints in the second, for the end moments above each joints; and in the 

other two matrix equations, for the end moments to the left of and



we 1G ao) 

below the ‘jointe. If these moments be expressed as elements of column 

matrices { M; } ’ { Mey} 9 { Mrz3} 9 { Meg } » respectively, then, in 

the frame of Figure 1: 

    

            
    

M HK. 0 OO EK, 0 0 g Mt 
{ADT a po AD AD x Aly AD - (9) 

| 4 
Moc 0 Ah By 9 9 0 M2. | Mag) 

| B, | 

2p 

ay 

Gs 

[Mm Je [rp fe} ey 
Similarly | 

TM |) [Rygp 6 8 Eg 0 | 1B, | Mpa 

M OK... XK 0 60 o g. | (Me 
AB AB “AB | ‘ABY y Bol, “ = (10) 

Moc 0 0 Kup Wyn 0 Kop} 1%, DC 
Mep ;2 © © Hye Mg 0 gp PED | 

| a 
a | % | 

To ke 2k 0 0 0 w | Mop . po 2Kyc x {a} « CB) aa) 

Nps Kp 0 OG 2p 0 0 H' ne



            

Macl ([2iep 0 0 O K. 0 roe ar ar | AF art 

M. {Kk 2K 0 0 Oo &K Mt. t 
PAP | AB 8B Bly J gh = (12) 

Mop 0 0 Key Kop 9 Kopf “|My 

M 0 0 0 2 . 0 M! Moe} jo Kn Se 9 | Mpg 

Pie} + Div] = f8 ps fia} veo eee n= Gan 
When the slope-deflection equations are written in matrix 

notation, we shall refer to the squere netrix [x |, or any of the © 

rectangular matrices designated by [K] with a Roman subscript, as the 

stiffness matrix; the eclumn matrix Sg l, as the rotation matrix; the 

‘eolumn matrix four} as the fixed-end moment matrix, and any of the | 

‘column matrices jM t with a subseript as the end moment matrixe 

If joint translation is absent or is negligible, the rotation 

matrix will not inelude terme ay and Ag» and the last two rows and 

columns of the stiffness matrix will disappear. Thus, the first r rows 

and columns of the stiffness matrix, where v is the number of rotating’ 

joints, give the stiffness matrix for the special case of zero joint 

translation. ‘It will be noticed thet this special stiffness matrix is 

symnetric if members are assumed to be prismatic. Inspection of 

Equation (7) shows that the element k,,, in the zth row and ju column, 

“is equal to the relative stiffness of member ij, being zero if member ij 

dees not exist. Element Kes = 22K, Hence, these elements may be 

written directly from inspection of the frames 

The Last s rows and columns of the stiffness matrix, where s 

is the mimber of independent joint translations, are necessitated by



~18 = 

translation of the joints. These elements also may be written from 

inspection, previded each story hes a constant column height;, as in 

the frame of Figure 1. The coefficient of a; in the it row, where 

i # r, is the relative stiffness ef the column of the uh story which. 

meets at joing i. The coefficient of as in the principal diagonal is | 

2EK 42 The coefficient of p, in row 2% j is three times the relative 

stiffness of the column of the 7 story meeting joint i, being zero 

if no such structural column exists. | | 

If any story hes columns of unequal lengths, or if vertical 

joint trenslations are possible, the analyst mist use care in writing the 

equations of shear equilibrium to insure thet the rows and columns of the 

stiffness matrix due to translation ere correct. Also, when vertical 

translations mst be considered, or when all horizontal translations are 

‘not in the same sense, care must be used in establishing a sign conventions
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= 20 - 

= (0) {fz} - CxIb}2} - -- ast") 
(x 7 -{pJ-? {[1] - Ce} lowe - (a5) 

From enelogy to the corresponding sceler power Series, {1 «= Coq} ~1 

may be expressed +g e matrix power series: 

(11 - Cot * Crys fo} * fa y + fp]? — - a6) 
provided the series converges. Benscoter sugges s that it may be an 

easy matter to determine whether or not the series converges in any 

particular problem, but gives no criterion for investigeting convergences 

Frazer, Duncen, end Collar (8) have shown that a necessery and 

sufficient condition for the convergence of the above series is that all 

latent roots or fal be Less then unity in absolute value. The necessity 

for investiget ving this condition would muliify any saving in time which 

might result from using the series approximation. Hotelling (10) hes 

pointed out a sufficient, though not necessary, condition for the con- 

vergence of such a power series. He defines the norm of a real matrix 

“(norn fo] ) es the squere root of the sum of the squares of the matrix 

elementse If nom fo} is less than unity, the sePies CONVEYECS « 

Hotelling's norm test for convergence seems well-suited for 

practical use. ALthough the series may ‘converge for norm tc slightly in 

excess of unity, the present investigetion hag shown extremely slow con= 

vergence when the norm e epproaches unity. Consequently, a norm of unity 

would eppear to ‘epresent the upper limit for practical application of 
* 

the power series approximations



(@ 2] 

Accepting unity es the upper permigsible limit of norm fol , 

it is possible to investigate, et least approximately, the degree of 

complexity a frame may have without causing the power series to diverge. 

If the elements # 3, of the rotetion matrix be replaced by azK G9, » the | 

principal diagonsl elements of the stiffness matrix become unity. 

‘Then, following Renscoter's suggestion, [| may be expressed as 

[x] - El. | | 

[co] = fe] (se =f] - 
Henee, the power series may be expected to converge if the sum of the 

squeres of the nonliagonal elements of [x] dees not exceed unity, 

where [xe] is the matrix obtained by dividing the elements of each 

column of [x | by the principe] disgonal element of thet column. 

+t des 4 | 

To interpret the above convergence condition in terms of 

a structural frame, assume that an average of three effective members 

meet at each joint, an effective member being one both ends ef which ere 

free to rotate; assume, also, thet all members meeting et sa joint ere 

of equal stiffness. Three menbers per joint means that the suxiliery 

stiffness matrix Es will have three non-zero, nonediagenal elements 

in each row end column, when sidesway is neglected. If all members 

sre of equal stiffness, each element ae will equal 1/6. Then 

nom [rR] = 32,--------------- ~~ (18) 
| — %O | “~~
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where nis the order of the stiffness matrix. Thus, for ready 

1, the stiffness metrix may be i convergence, Te@es for norm | [Re] 

of the twelfth order only, limiting the use cf this method to fremes 

heving a haximum of twelve rotating joints. This limitetion is sd- 

mittedly an approximation, but the existence ‘of a Limitation is 

undebatable. a 

If four members of equal stiffness meet at each joint, 

sixteen roteting joints ere permissible for certain convergence, since 

four non-zero elements, each equal to 1/8, will appesr in each row of 

the remainder matrix [Re] “ SiAte, in a rectangular frame, no more 

than four members may meet et any joint, sixteen rotating joints are 

ell thet can be analyzed by Benscoter's method without nodificetions. 

In a practical frane, of course, all members will not be of equal 

stiffness. The effect oF unequal stiffnesses is to reduce the per 

‘missible order of the stiffness matrix. That such is true is evident 

from an inspection of the auxiliary stiffness ma trix ‘ts > itis 

seen that the sum of the non~-diagonal elements of each row or column 

is 1/2, if sidesway is neglected and if e11 members are offective, 

regardless of the relative magnitudes of the individual neniber stiff. 7 

nessese The sum of the squares of the elements, and therefore the norm, 

is a minimum when all elements are equal, which is to say, when all 

stiffnesses are equal. : 

Similarly, it cen be shown thet the power series wild converge 

for any frame of not more than four rotating joints, if joint trans~ 

lation is negligible. The upper limiting value of non-diagonel elements -



of the auxiliary stiffness matrix is 1/2; indicating one member meet- 

ing at eech joint. In such a case, norm PR] # mn, indicating that 
‘> 

the order n may be four for norm [RY] eo 1. 

When joint trenslesion is considered, definite numerical Limits 

may not be placed apen the order of the stiffness matrix, since the effect 

of the additionel elements Gue to “ranslation is a function of the geometry 

of the structure. In geneival, however, the addition of a row end colum 

to the stiffness matrix, necessitated by joint translation, appears to 

incrésse norm [Ry more than the addition of a row and col Lama necessi= 

teted by an additional rotating joints Qualitatively, this effect is 

apparent, since consideration of translation adds non=zere elements to 

the originel etiffness maa trix Ky without a correspording increase 

in the principal diagonal elements 

“it should be noted thet the remainder matrix [Rr r| y obtained 

from the auxiliary stiffness matrix [x] , is identical with the matrix 

[al 3 obtained from the original stiffness matrix [x] » Consequent= 

ly, the above discussion ¢ of convergence applies directly to Benscoter 

suggested method of inversion. 

A slight variation of the abeve nethed permits its extension 

to frames of higher order. Instead of expressing the suxiliary stiffe 

ness metrix [xe as the difference between the unit matrix and a re= 

mainder matrix, we may consider it as the difference between a ‘triangular 

matrix and a remainder matrix. Thret is 

(x) + [2] - [ki] ------------------- a
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Here, (r] is the triengular matrix obtained by eliminating from [K*] 

all elements above the principsl diagonal. The inverse of a triangular 

(8) 
matrix is easily obteined,. although not so veedily as the inverse of 

e diagonal matrixes Then — | 

fo] « fe] (rj? ------- wenn e ee ~~ (20) 

C8] + Cr} {[2] - fe} -------------@ 
The power series approximation for 2] ~ Co} =t may egein be used, . 

es in Equetion (16), provided the series converges. | 7 

Assuming three members of equal stiffness meeting at ¢ach joint, 

and neglecting sideswey, each non=zere, non-diagonel element of [Re will 

equel 1/6. Hach diagonal element of [rj wi will be unity, end the none 

diagonel slements: will be powerd of 1/6, the first powers being negatives 

Postmultiplication of [Ra] by [rq wl will heve the effect of decreasing 

nO [re] » That is, nex far € nerm [ aa. Consequently, if norm [Rel 

does not exceed unity, the pover series will converge. Since the none 

zero elements of [R‘] are each a/6 » then [Ry] may have 36 non-Zere 

elements. Therefore, [x] may heve %2 non-zero, non-diagonal elements , 

or mey be of the 24th order. Thus, 24 roteting joints are permissible, or 

somewhat fewer if sidesway is considered. This order, ss before, should 

be considered es a rather rough approximation. | 

: Since Benseoter originally suggested use of the power series 

approximation for the anelysis of continuous bests, it is worth while to 

investigate convergence in thet special one-dimensional erse.: Eech 

interior joint of a continuous beam is effective, and two members meet
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at each effective joint. Consequently, if all members are of equal stiff 

ness, erc' nonezere, non-diagonal element of the euxiliery stiffness matrix 

. [x] | equals 1/4e The first and last rows and columns of [xa] contain 

one non-zero, non-diagonal element each, all other rows end: columns eon= 

toining two such elements each. Hence, if [x] is expressed as [2 | = [Ri] 7 

norm fre #2 1 when the order of the stiffness matrix is nine. Thus, 

using Benscoter's suggested method without. modification, the matrix power 

serie: converges for continuous beams with ten Spans » or fewer if members 

differ appreciably in stiffness. 

If the power series converges slowly, a method suggested by 

Frazer. Duneen and Collar (8) will accelerate the eonvergence. If [e] . 

is en 2.Lroximate inverse of [x | 9 the approximation iey be improved by 

| computing | 

te [a] * [Po ny U8! ech} 

[ea] = ea) 2") - [x] for] 

Cn] * C,, (z= = K Cf ae em ee ems mcm we em (22)             
  This. sec\.ence converges to [x wl. 4f the latent reots of [1 |- [K ] ic o. 

a x p ( 7 or 

are all iess then unity in absolute value, and, therefore, if norm 

(2) “2 [x] (c.} <i. if ico} as an approximate inverse of the 

euxilisry stiffness matrix PK] » obtained by the pover series 

approxinntion, then 

CA = [x] ~ [2] + [o]?+ ose- ~ + fol?



cited eo fs Wel « [rl = form fe}fe) = (2) - [e}fe.] = [2] - fe 

fol n } tr] * fal map 

* fale [a]2+--------- feet ~(23) 
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Thus, one cycle of the ebove correction method is equivelent to 

doubling the number of terms of the pewer series. Actuelliy, if the 

computa tions ere performed using e constent number’ of computer places, 

as is commen, the accurecy obtained from one cycle of correction is better 

then that coteined by doubling the number of terms of the series, since 

there is less opportunity for making computetional errors rnd tiutroducing 

errors of rounding. 

The improvement method requires two matrix multiplications per 

CYCLE. Consequently, it seves time only if the initiei epproximate ine 

verse includes et least three terms of the power series. It proves most 

veluable when the power series epproximetion is used for inverting metrices © 

of high order, where a lerge number of terms of the power series may be 

necessary to insure resescnable accuracy. 

. OO well-'nown direct method of inversion, besed upon the 

Ceyley-Hemil ton equation, 2) requires only n-l metrix multiplications, 

where n is the order of the matrix to be inverted. Hence, the power 

series method is difficult to justify if the number of terms required 

exceeds the order of the matrix. Such has proved to be the case for



meny stiffness matrices considered in the course of the present 

investigetion. 

2. Inversion by Dwyer's Method 

Poul Dwyer (6, 7 ) nes discussed a modified form of the 

Doolittle method for the solution of simultaneous equations for which 

the matrix of coefficients is symmetric, end the adaption of this method 

to the determination of the inverse of a syametric matrix. The method 

is direct, ressonably repid, and compact in forme 

The original problem is the solution of the system of 

equations 

zn 853 x, * ens, Gi = LoQyoeey Ne ew ewe (24) 
izl 

These equations ere solved by intveducing euxilisry equations, each of » 

which hes one variable less than the preceding equation, due to the 

successive elimina tion OF Xy » Boge eeee Kay * A Pinal auxiliery equation 

in x, alone is solved, and the other Ry obtained by substituting inte the 

auxiliary equations in inverse order. This methed is illustrated in 

Teble 1. 

In the first n lines of Table 1, the n equations of (24) are 

written. The first equation of (24) is written in-line n+ 1, and 

divided by its leeding coefficient a ‘i to obtain 

Yi 
. 

zh aaa Pm, a = Where big = 84 wm ee = (25) 
i | 474



Then form 

sh 
Ja 859.2 *y ® ane, ZL where a5. 4 = a5 - 25554 - = = (26) 

n 2 , 
fey P4201 %4 * ne,2,1 where bg,1 = 859,3 L®] wo oe ee we we ee (26) 

B22 01 

In generals 

n r, = gi,. : rs | req Cbded-d “1 "ned, jeje GG = L2oeeey me = = = = = = (27) 

and 

22 og 
j=] Lioial *, * Poel, jejel a i (27°) 

where 

: Soe 2 @ : wo ¢ an . On  » 8 * ' Sijejel © "ij 7 242 O91 > 842.3 Pyo.y mo 8 0 PAR je1.J-295, fol. j2 

ao (27%!) 

and 

b. . 2 Meso 
djej-l wage Jet gee ew we nm ms me we es eee em ew mam om (27s) 

Ajde jel 

Table 1, due to Dwyer, (7) illustrates the solution of the following 

system of equationss | oo 

1.0000 x, 0.4000 x5 + 0.5000 es %_ + 066000 x, = 0.2000 

0.4000 x1 + 1.0000 x5 + 043000 x, om 8 0.4000 Ey 0.4000 

0.5000 x4 + WW 0.3000 x5 + 1.0000 x5 + 0.2090 x, = 0.6000 

} > af 0.6000 x1 + 0.4000 x9 + 042000 xq + 1.0000 x, = 0.8000



- Only the diagonal and super-diagonal elements of the matrix of coefficients 

are shown in Table 1, to represent a symmetric matrixe 

To determine the inverse of a symmetric matrix, the column 

matrix {a} is replaced by the colums of the unit matrix in succession, 

n sets of equations being solved similteneously. This method will be 

illustrated in a leter section of the peper, when frames which heve been 

analyzed are presented.
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TABLE 1 

DWYER'S METHOD FOR SOLVING SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS 

  

  

*3 xy 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

              
  

  

xT X5 

€;1 | 420000 | 0.4000 | 0.5000 .| 0.6000 | 0.2000 

Q45 1.0000 | 0.3000 | 0.4000 | 0.4000 

453 1.2000 0.2000 0.6000 

G54 1.0000 0.8000 

ai, | 20000 | 0.4000 | 0.5000 | 0.6000 | 0.2000 

bs, | 120000 | 0.4000 | 0.5000 | 0.6000 | 0.2000 

a19,3 0.8400 | 0.1000 | 0.1600 | 0.3200 

i241 1.0000 001190 0.1905 " 0.3810 

243,2 0.7381 00.190 0.4619 

bi 3,5 120000 |-001612 | 0.6258 

844.3 0.5903 | 0.6935 

by, 03 1.0000 | 1.1748 

Hence from ba 243 Hy = 101748 

from by3,2 3 ® 0.6258 = (= 0.2612) x) 

from Dyp.y Xp # 023810 = (061905) x, = (01190) x, 

from b,, X_ * 0.2000 = (0.6000) x, = (0.5000) X3 

= (0.4000) X5
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Duyer's method yields the inversé of a symmetric matrix 

rapidly, the ecctrecy of the inverse depending upon the number of 

computer pleces used in the computa ti one Since, as has been mentioned, 

the stiffness matrix is symmetric if joint translation is neglected, 

Duyer's | method is directly applicrble to the analysis of a great. number 

of practical frames. cornish 4) has pointed out that joint translations 

due to a symmetry of vertical loads usually have a negligible effect.upon . 

final end moments, when all losds sre considered. Consequently, frames 

not subject to lateral loads, and particulerly low building frames, 

for which wind loads may be negligible, may be analyzed neglecting 

sideswey, to take full acvantage of the rapidity of Dwyer's inversion 

method. 

  

members .is subject to joint transletion, the stiffness me trix is non= 

symmetric, put has a symmetric gubmatrix. This submatrix may be inverted 

readily by Duyer's methcd. Inversion of the non-symnetric stiffness 

matrix follows fairly reedily, if the number of joint translations is 

comparatively small, by use of the method of partitioning or of sub=_ 

matrices, as described by Frazer, Duncan, and Colter. © 

Given the non=-symmetric matrix [x] » of order n, having a 

- symmetric submatrix [4] » Of order r, partition [x] as follows: 

Ky Kio 

(x, r) : (r, s)} 
  [x]. where r +s@n s2eee == (28) 

(ss r) (8, 8) |      



  

      

    
              

      
  

| . os 
Similerly, partition [8 | = [x | 4 8 

Bop Ba | 
. (rz, r) | (ry s) an 

[e] = in » nnn oe ~ <= o=- = = (29) 

Boy Ba a 
: (s, r) (s,s) - 

Since Git = [yp . | eee ena eo = (30) 

Pay {Sa} * (Poot |aup * | trp we ee = GI) 
ae yo Pandy of | 
Pur | [Sia | * [82] | #2} = 1° corres (32) 

Bau} [Baa | * Bao} [Rap * LO fo wt te G9) 

Pal {hol * [Bo Kp! = 1, | eee eeee (34) 

Introduce rx = Kaa | [ee . / | om eee om = (35a) 

PY) = [Ky | [¥1 oi ee ee ne we (35b) 

eo] =(x,, aka | aa eecene (35e) 

Then: 

fale fal? + [elfe fe} 9 -------- (318) 

    
Pals -feP fz] = -e-ee2e- (33°) 

P22 | ° Ge corer eee (34!)
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Thus, (e] is completely determined if [mal - and [e] “l existe 

They will exist if the matrix [x] is non-singular, and if [x] hes no 

gero elements in the principal diagonal. The stiffness matrix always 

meets these requirements. | | a 

The numerical work is most conveniently performed. by using 

the following tebular form: 

  

  

  

      

Koy Koo 

ek | | rn 7 
X= Ki hho By Ki 

gut vex, «2 | een. -¥ : a 2a ~ Y Kye   
  

Pater | ae 
tas. 

i oo Y. et | : 

Inversion of [3] » which, in general, is nonesymmetric, is 

  

  

repid only if [e] is of Low order. Since a metrix of the second order _ 

is reedily inverted, the partitioning process may be used repeateily so 

that, in each cycle, [e] is of the second order. The order of [o] 

| is equal to the number of independent joint trensletions. Hence, the 

method of partitioning becomes tedious if a large nunber of translations 

must be considered, unless a rapid method for inverting a non-symmetric 

matrix is available. 

he Inversion by Zurmuh 's Method 

Rudolph gurmbt 16) has discussed a method (of matrix inversion 

which is similer to- Duyer's method in that it solves a system of
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simlteneous linear equations by the introduction of euxiliary equations 

featuring a decreasing number of veriables, thesé auxiliary equations 

being solved in reverse order. The method is more general than | Dwyer's, 

however, in thet is is applicable to the inversion of non-symmetric | 

matrices. 7 

The original problem is the solution of the system of simul- 

taneous linear equations expressed by the matrix equation 

            

            

“11 712 °° =n *1 #1 

“2. 822 °° Sant | %2 82) - 

a5 a coo. x & nl n2 | ®nn | ny ny | 

or aj {x]} = {a} ee eee we (36) 

Equation (36) may be transferred into | 

42 12, FY 4 ° 
8901 899 aoo 29n a5 Xo ; 9 

bey = - 2-2 = (37) 
ooo . 98a eee oes oo¢ oo 2 of 

eo6 | 0 ft 2 ce tm Ma} |] LO a 

or [ar] {x} = {o} | ome eee nm = (37') 

[a] -is considered as the product of two triangular matrices [oc] and 

[s]. Similerly, far] is the product of [Cc] end [B'] .
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[al = Det [c] Det [Bi 3 and Det [ B] 8 le 

ia] “ Det [c ]= C14 C59 Cag 206 on pm eae tab
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i Since ia | is assumed to be non-sinevlar, Det fal #0. 

(“} (e} [ce] fe] (e}= {0} 
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» fe] fx] 
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wen ean = (22!) 

                

— “rot -— o 
Poy Pag see Pan fy Py | 

G bog tee do, Xe do, 

| = 1 mene oe (42) 
8) 0 - @66 ee o eee &26 

0 0 eo. x b 
en med LP ee 

Sines [ | = Gi [a] 9 

/n . me Een Oy wae eee = = (43) 

But since both | B_| and | C| are trienguler, . 

maximun - Ca, B Cay woo mom mm (43!) 

meximum = b, ae eee eae (43) 
kj dd 

Computing 2,, Starting with the elements of the first column, and prt) 
* et 

ceeling from the first to the last row,.then in each of the equations — 

. is introduced. of (43) one. ney unknown element by 3 oF 21 

. ‘ a ae . = 3 — g@eo — e, . 2 * — Ad ) If i<j, by; 25, (ayy G41 Pas ijiel Sel, 3 (44a) 

4 2 4 % Ss = = = coo = G, if Bj, oe, 147 %4r Pay 7 Sao Pog iyded 5-253 (44)



Table 2, due to Zurmunl, shows the methed of application of 

Equetions (44). .To apply Equetiien (44) to the colums of a, and by» 

“SSsumMe 

For the first column of [c | 

(Li = Ll, 29 Gog Ny ntL) ce em me te am (45a) @ s 
“ay F493 

For the first row of Ea 5 

Bes | 44 
Day = a4 (J = lo 2s 98S n, nel) aE oS (450)
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FABLE 2 

Z2URMUHL'S MPTHOD FOR SOLVING SIMULTANROUS FOUATIONS 

 



In Table 2, matrices [c} and ra are combined in one square, the 

principal diegonal ineluding only the elements of {c], since each | 

diagonal element of [Ba equels unity. This square m-trix may be 

celled the [cB] matrite | | 

After the | CBT matrix has been obtained, the equations of 

(42) are solved in reverse. order for x,. Since b,, = 1,_ 

a we eee = (iba) 

He By By Pane 7 oe 7 haa Pagan 7 7 7 848) 

if matrix (Alas SYMMALALS » 
ls 

3,. = 8, | eee eee wm (87a) 
ij Ja 

e = 2 . a (47d) . 

il “41 
| 4 

%, | a as: Cs4 , . 

“lL SLL 922 , | 

=e =m @., F “ wo me ao ow a a om b M2 842 - San Pag = 8yp 7 S 474) 
li 

‘ ak * aoe oe ~ lin. i pO = \ Cop ah Li" a9 : 

Hence, by induction, 

Gs 
ij , Das Em ee (47f) 

The computation, in the symmetric case, may be performed exactly 

_as when using Duyer's method. Consequently, the above derivation of 

Zurmuhl's method serves nliso as a justification of Dwyer's method.
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TABLE, 3 

ILLUSTRATION OF ZURMUHL'S METHOD 

=> 230 34, Ko om 51.65 Ry + 19.44 xy = 0.7362 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                

£3057 x, 

62.89 ay - 84.97 #5 + 21084 x3 = 39.35 xy es 1.1872 

B74 Hy + 93224 Ky + G4e39 Xq.+ 26075 x, = 003875 

190397 Hy + 54038 Xp + 14059 xg + 62085 x, © 0.5738 

jel 2 3 d, ay 210° x00" 

4.30570 23.840 =31.680 | 19-440 73.620 

62.890 G40970 216845 239, 350 118.720 

370480 93.240 4.390 26.°750 380750 

=199370 54380 — 140590 62.850 57, 380 

43.570 =0.5472 ‘ ot Ll BS2, 0.4462 “ 1.6897 ' 066377 

62.890 | 119.3822 0.8074 | 0.5647 6.1043 LefO45 

37 0480 113.7477 | 36.9764 | 2.0083 | -0.9857 1 A489 

2196370 | 4307814 | 4307229 | 184.0189 | 0.2307 | 0.2307 | 

ay 0.006 37 Thuse 

2 = 0.014045 

Kg = “0 OLLA89 

x, = 0.002507 
d, 
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Inversion of a matrix by Zurmuhl's method, as when using 

Duyer's, consists of solving the n sets of n simultaneous equations 

resulting from the expansion of Cx}fk]7 Lr] , 

‘Table 3 illustrates gurmuhl 's method as used in the solution 

of a single set of simultaneous equations for which the matrix of 

coefficients is non-synmetric - use of the method for inversion of 

non-symmetric matrix is lustre ted in e later section of the paper. 

The euther considers the most satisfactory combination for 

the inversion of the stiffness metrix, when many joints translate, to 

be the method of partitioning. Zurmuhl's method may be used to invert 

the (usually) non-symmet:.-ie submatrix [e], and Dwyer’s method, which 

is a special case of Zurmhi's, to invert the symmetric subme trix [aa] e 

If? Zurmuhl's method is used on the original non-symmetric stiffness 

matrix, Little saving of time acerues from the existence of a sizeable 

, symmetric submatrix. Gurmuhl's method , applied to the original stiffness 

matrix, is recommended only when the number of joint rotations is small 

‘compared to the number of translations, a situation which will rerely 

be encountered in any freme which is to be CCmpletely analyzed.



  

, . Za By Mateix Power Series. Anproximra tion 

Since the purrose of she investigation of the matrix power 

seblies vas primi iy to determine rates of convergence y very few frames 

were completely analyzed oy this method. The stiffness mitrix was 

esta blished far frames of vary? ng number of joints anc for widely varying 

stiffness ratios, first neglecting and then including sidesway. ‘The power 

series approximation wae used to invert she stiffness meee (or amriliary 

stiffness matrix) o 

2 

eae accuraey ef the approximate inverse was checked by sommubine 

the product [x] [ Kj-1, and neting ite deviation from the unit matricz. | 

In the few frames which 3 Were completely aralyged, the maximsa error in 

any end moment was fovnd to be Less than four pereens of the maxiaw: 

f ae a a a ro o | 3 * : 

ead moment when She elemante af kK! _¥ =. appeed with the elements of abd 

[tz ] te three dee mals So Theref ore, the investigation of the rate of 

convergence consisted of determ ining the mumber of termg of the oowor 

series and the time of commutation requived to obtain s such epreenants 

Lf the moniber of terms required exeeaded the order of the metrix , she 

computation was halted ay thet point. Th the case of watrices foo wnieh a 

the pover series diverged, the eonnutation was stopped as soon as the 

divergence vas wmistakebly evident. All computations were carried out 

uging five computer dacimale. 

Figure 2 illu rates the frames inve astirated im this manner, 

Tre velative stiffness of each ‘member is indicated by a cireisd nerber, 

inversion of the auxiliary stiffness matrix for the frame of



    

  

  
  

    

  
  

  

    
  

  

  

  
    

        
FIGURE 2 

FRAMES INVESTIGATED BY MATRIX POWER SERIES 
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Figure 2(k) by the power series method is indicated below, sidesway 

being neglected. Only the diagonal and superdfagonal elements are written, 

ginee the matrix is symmatrie. 

Te #3 oo 2) 

g i 0 
Ki = 

L J I g 3 

i is |     
Ll. 66000 0 o 37500 0 e 00000 6 ot Liii. A 

- 1.90000 0.12500 0,00000 

1.00000 0.16667 

    1.00000 

[| =(2)}- fry 

0.00000 9.37500 6.00000 0.11111 

. 206000 6.12500 0200000 

[R!] | 
0.00000 Oo 16647 

    - 8500090 

Norm [R ‘| «2 1,5040, The series is not necessarily convercent. 

0.07485 9.00000 0.08854 0.00000    
0.07639 0.00000 0.03935 

0.07639 0.00006 

  0.07485 |
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. 0.00000 
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1.08536 

  

=0.41851 

1.08710 

~ @.50000 - 

0.02431 

0.00000 

0.01339 

0.00000 

0.00945 

0.00000 

0.00341 

0.00000 : 

0.00184 

0.00000 

- 0.00126 

0.10377 

, oo}, 15272 

1.03710 

(0.00143 | 

0.13851 | 

ef), 18658 

momerenpey 

0.02307 

0.00000 

0.01739 

0,C0000 

~ 0.00000 

0.00886 

0.00000 

  0,0ne08 
ey Expaes 

“0.00433 | 

0.69000. 

0.00252 

  6.00000 

0.00000 

0.00104 

0.00000 

  
ce(nd? ofhd¢ 4005 eas. 

0204925 

  1.08536 | 
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| 0.91302 0.00538 0.02577 0.00054. 

ee ; 0.91110. 0.02203 0. Tee] ee =. : 220 0.02601 

‘ 1 2 036901 0 @ 00047 

. - 1.03887, 

To illustrate the value of rae Fraser, Duncan, Collar 

eorrection nethods. 

tot a= [24D] + fe 
eS 

    

1.OTASE  =0,37500 0.08854 0.11021 

_ 1007639 0.12500 0.03935 [ey = at 1.07639 0.16667] 

_ LeO7L85 

[2.00000 =—-«=0.0384% 0.00000 0.02308 

. on. LO, «0.02421  0,03537 
& : 

[2 1) = (4 (Coj= | | | 
1.00174  =0,0173° 

- 1.00000] 

| 1.08703 =0.41917 0.10209 ~0.15072) 

a1{6 H-fkag “ LoOS77L = ~0.15289 = 6,08 242 

(G0) 9/2 2]-[F ed i req ae 1.08771 =0,19072 

- . 1 .S87061 . 

i0.91912 0.00211 «6.02357. «0.00735 

: O.9LIAL 0.02136 6.00312 Pe) fey + 1.03681. 0.00089 

1.03853 |



‘Thus, it is evident that one cycle of this correction method , 

which theoretically shovld be the equivalent of considering the first 

six terms of the power series, actually gives better accuracy than the 

first seven terms, when a constant number of computer decimals is used. 

  

Since Duyer's method and the method of partitioning are direct, 

rather than approximate , methods of inversion, the accuracy of the 

inverse matrix depends only upon the number of significant figures used 

in computation. Inversion by these methods was performed for the purpose 

of determining the time recuired for solution, and the acouracy obtainable 

using a fixed number of computer decimals, rather than a fixed number of 

. significant figures. 

The frames of Figure 3 were completely analyzed, inversion of 

the stiffness matrix being. performed by using the meshod of partitioning, 

with Dwyer 's method used for inverting [7%]. Final end moments in ail 

members were computed for the leadings shown, and compared with published 

values. Comparative solutions for the frames of (3a) through (3a) were 

obtained from an article by Wigon'2>) | whe analyzed the frames by using 

slope=deflection methods combined with superposition to reduce the nunber 

of simultancous equations to be solved, The frame of (3c) vas analyzed 7 

by Cornish (4) using moment balance, an approximate method. His results 

are admittedly inaccurat?, both because he neglected sidesway and because 

he used only two eycles of balancing. 

A cemplete analysis of the frame of (3c) follows’
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FRAMES, ANALYZED BY DWYER'S METHOD AND PARTITIONING
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Té = 2 0 2 2 

ta. oo4 4 0 0 1 

Cd = }o 21 4 2 08: 2] 

1 oOo 2 6 4.4 

2 0 0 3 & 0 
[3 3 3 3 0 4 

Inversion of [Kya joy Duyer's Method 7 

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 71 8 

an 6 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
Bro 4, 1 0 0 1 0 0 

443 4 L 0 0 i 0 

aay | 6 0 0 0 i 

31 | 6.0000 | 1.0000 | 0.0000} 1.0000} 1.0000 

yz [1.0000 | 0.2667 | 0.0000] 0.1667| 0.1667 

Bso4 | 3.8333 1.0000] 0.1667 |~0.1667| 1.0000 

band 1.0000 0.2609) ~0.0435 =0.0435| 0.2609 

85. 3.7391] 1.0435 | 0.0435/+0.2609| 1.0000 
by3W22 1.0000| 0.2791 | 0.0116/-0.0698} 0.2674 

ais. | 5.5348 0.1662 0.1263] -0.2792| 21.0000 

aes 1.0000 {0.0336 | 0.0210] ~0.0504| 0.1807 

0.1807 |~0.0504| 0.0210] ~0.0336 

. 0.2816|-0.0757| 0.0210 

0.2815| 0.0504 | 

0.1807 
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0.0002 _ ~0.0001 0.0001 | 

ry[eyt 1.0003 ~0.0003 0.0000 

0.9999 0.0001. 

_ 1.0002 | | 

Inversion of [K] by partitioning: | 

| | 3.0090 | 0.0000 | 0.0000] 3.0000 | 4.0000 | 0.0000 

3.0000 | 3.0000 | 3.0000/ 3.0000} 0.0000 | 4.0000 

0.1471 | 0.1177] 0.1807 }-0.0504 | 0.0210} ~0.0336 | 1.0000 | 1.0000 

0.02% | 0.1765 | 0.0504 | 0.2816 |~0.0757| 0.0210 | 0.0000 | 1.0000 
~0.029%4 | 0.1765| 0.0210 |~0.0757 | 0.2815 | -0.0504 | 0.0000 | 1.0000 

0.1471 | 0.1177] -0.0336 | 0.0210 |~0.0504| 0.1807 | 1.0000 | 1.0000 

0.3455 | 0.1092] 0.4413 |~0.0882 |~0.0882} 0.4413 | 3.1274 |-0.7062 

0.1092 | 0.4819} 0.3531 | 0.5295 | 0.5292) 0.3531 |~027062 | 2.2351 

(0.2345 0.0175 0.0539 0.0202 0.0637 ~0.0728 | 
“0.0175 043242 -0,0332 . 0.0539 ~-0.0091  ~-0,0818 

nga J 0.0539 70.0332 043242 -0.0175 ~0.0091 -0.0818 

0.0202 0.0539 =0.0175 0.2345 =0.0637 0.0728 

0.1910 0.0273 -0.0273 =0.1910 0.3455 061092 

| 0.2182 H0.2455 =0.2455 =0.2183 0.1092 004829 |     

 



2 5] = 

[isooo, 0.0002 --0.0001 0.0003 -0.0003  -0.0003 | 

    

        

    

0.0001 2.0002 0.0004 0.0000 0.0000 0.0002 
[ft =f oe eS 10.0000 ~0.0003 0.9998 0.0002 0.0000 0.0002 

0.0003. -0.0001 0.0002 1.0004 ~0.0003  ~0.0003 

{0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.9998 0.0000 

(0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 1.0000 

ro! [40.04 

0 20.00 

0 20.0) ~~~ °°? 
|} = - | 

0 40.04 

‘ 4,00 «160.04 

=200 | ~140.06 | 

Mow | 2 0 0 1 0 0 40004]. 1120.12 

Men | “lo 2 1 0 ¢ oO 20.00] | 60.00 

| 20.00 . ‘ 

= = (9) 
“ 40004 

160.04 

140.06) 

Map | 1 6 6 0 1 0 @ | 220.00 
" _ {4} = 

Mf = 12 2 0 0 0 1 ~ 39.98



oneraits, 

| o| _ “79696 | 

Mop “12 2 0 0 0 1 {teh * | 0.02 | 7 42) 

Moments are in foot~kips. Because of the symmetry of the | 

‘structure » the above moments are the only ones it is necessary to compute. 

Note that, in practice, it is not necessary to rewrite any matrix in order 

to perform the various nultiplications necessary. If the two matrices to 

be multiplied have been written once, the multiplication may be performed 

without confusion by use of a simple aid which is rapidly constructed. 

This aid may consist sinply of two strips of cardboard, one containing 

a horizontal slit, the other a vertical slit, as indicated in Figure 4(a). 

The horizontal slit is heed to separate the row of the premultiplier, aid 

the vertical slit, the column of the postmultiplier. Figure 4(b) - 

illustrates a refinement of the nultiplication aid which the “author 

found convenient din multiplying matrices of varying orders.: ‘Made of | 

wood, the device consists of a horizontal and vertical bar, each equipped 

with a slide to facilitate setting the order of the mtrix. The tmatrix 

multiplier", as used by the author, provides a space of three-quarters by 

one-quarter inch for each matrix element. In use, the element (a) of | 

the horizontal row is multiplied by element (a) of the vertical row, ete. 

3x_By Zurmihl's Method a 
The number of operations and, consequently, the time required 

for inversion using Dwyer's method, the method of partitioning, or 

2urmuhl's method, varies as the square of the order of the matrix. To 

the author's mind, the relative merit of Zurmuhl's methd, as compared 

' to the combined method of the preceding ‘section, could be determined by
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inverting @ very few matrices by both methods, and extrapolating the 

results. The stiffness matrices of the frames of Figure 3(o) and 3(e) 

‘ were, therefore, inverted by both methods, the accuracy of the two methods 

being investigated by a comparison of the products [K||K]~“. 

Inversion of the stiffmess matrix of the frame of Figure 3(b) 

is illustrated bellows 

    
  

  

    
  

    

  

    

      

                    

fe 2 oo L 

re] 2 2 

o 2 6 1 

2B 3 3 6! 

600001 2.0000 | 9.0¢00 | 1.0000 | 1.c000 | 0.0000 | 9.0000 | 0.0000 

2.0000 |10.0000 | 2.0cc0 | 2.0090 9.0000 | 1.0000 0.0000 | 6.0000 

0.0000 | 2.0000 | 6.0c00 | 2.0000 | 0.0009 | 0.0000 1.0000 | 0.0090. 

3.0000 | 3.0000  3.0¢00 | 6.0000 | 0.0000 | 0.0000 9.0000 1.0000 | 

6.0000 | 0.3333 | 0.0600 | 0.1667 0.1667 — ; 

12.0000 | 9.3334 | 0.2143 | 0.0714 1-0.0357 | 0.1071 

0.0000 2.0000 5.5714 | 001539 | o.o128 |~0.0384 | 0.1795 __ 

3.0000 | 2.5000} 2.3214 | 4.9642 |-0.0887 =0.0360 |~0.0839 | C.2014 

| 5.1092 0.0329 0.0257 0.0310) 

ga 000350 © O6LLE7 0.0352 =0.0077 

"1 9.0265 0.0329 022924 ~0.0320 

0.0887 =0.360 =0.0839 6.2014,    
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Using Dwyer's. method ané partitioning, 
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G. Results 
ACEC 

  

Since essentially @:fforent nroblons wore involved in using 

the three nothods of invorsion, a uniform nethod of presentation of 

results is nowt feasible. Henee, results of the threc scparate investi- 

gations are presented below in Varying ‘forms. 
. 

     

Te is not enough to know, for. a given france, that the natrix 

‘power serics will converge, Some indication of the time required to 

obtain acceptable accuracy is ossential. ° ae this method is to be come 

pared with other aralytical methods, The tine: required for inversiony 

using a desk caleulator ani a constant munber of computer decinals, is 

alnost directly proportional to the mmber of scalar products computed, 

Henee, the tine oi inversion is indicated epproxinately by the onder of 

the stiffness natrix and the number of tems of the powcr series ro= 

quired for reasonable acvuracy. | 

Table 4, below, presents the muber of terms roquired and the 

tine of inversion for eash of the frenes of Figure 2, together with the 

order of the natrix end the norm of natrix | a), which appears in the 

power series, Thoso re@ilts might be more readily understandable if 

presented in the form of curves, for each natrix order, of the mumber of | 

tems required for a given accuracy plotted against norm Lal. The 

= 3 number of frances of cach order investigated is too snall to permit such 

curves to be draw, That more frames were not investigated is due to 

the largely negative results of these early stages of the investigation, -
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Freme* | Order of | Norm ae: Terms of | Time of Error*# 
stiffness power series | inversion | 
nebris | | computed (minutes) 

ae) | 3 9.0m | 3 —-36—«| - 0.00006 

2(b) 3 O.V115 é 80 | 0.00270 

a(c) . 4 0/320) 5 | 95 0.00090 

2(d) 3 1.1995 | 2 17 160 | 0.86899 

ate) 4 0.9312 | IO ‘175  0,0041.5 

2(f) 5 1.3256 6 175 | O.05447 

2(e) 5 140004 6 175 ~ 9,02011 

ath) | 6 1.0680 5 zo =| ~- 0.02186 

aa) | 6 1.2321 5 20 | (0.04630 

(ic) 6 L969. 7 270 | 0.08890 
2(1) 6 Leo TAG 6 250 | Divergent 

a(n) g 0.94589| 10 660 «| (000272.           
  

  

*® Numbers identify frames of Pigure 2, 

“# Error is the naximum difference between the elenents of K] fx 

enc the cor responding elenonts of [x]. 

 



  

As indicated in an above sec tion, the timo required for ine 

version of a symmetric matrix by Duyer’s method, for a given constant 

munber of computer decinals, varies as the square of the order of the 

natrix, Using four decinals, the author found the time required for 

inversion to be approximately n°/2 mimztos, n being the order of the 

matrix, This tine is afeoted only slightly by the mriber of soro ele= 

ments in the matrix, but depends, of course, spon the analyst's pro= 

Piciency in the uso of a calculator, 

The time ‘required for completing the inversion of a@ non= 

symmetric neatrix by partitioning, after the symmetric subnainds has been 

inverted, depends both upon the ordor of the original n -symnctric 

neatriz and upon the order of the symmetric subma trix, Im the present 

investigation, the author has linited the use of this method of inversion 

‘to stiffness natrices having only tuo rows and columns due to sidesway, 

For such matrices, the overall time of inversion is approxinately tice | 

the tine roquired to invert the symmetric submatrix, Thus, the time of 

inversion in minutes, for the author, is given approxinately by the 

square of the order of the natrix, Le is estimated that fraenes with 

stiffness natricos of intermediate order, say ten to twenty, can be 

solved by a cormetent analyst in slightly less then half this Gime, on 

the average, using moment distribution and successive corrections, 

Table 5 presents the results of the investigations using 

this combined method of inversion, The frame mumbers identify frames 

of Figure 3. The "eheeck value" colum represents end monents obtained,
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for frames 3(a) through 3(d), by Wilson’ ) ; using a theoretically 

exact solution, and for frane 3{e), by Gornien‘4) > using an approximate 

methed and neglecting sidesway. All computations wore performed using 

four computer dee!nals. | | | 

| TABLE 5 
      

  

  

  

              

§ G . , 

g isn | abe ges Ae a |got | @2 [4 

3{a) | 3 5 22 | ono | aB | e572 5720 

| | | Ba | 5422 | 45420 

BO | 5415 | 5410 

cp | 6195 | 6180 | 0.2% 

cb | .61¢0 ~€180 . 

DG | 7110 |..~7110 

3(v) | 4 8 15 | ,ooo7 | ae | 307 | 390] 2.79 
pa | 969 | 963 | 

BG 969 963 

cB | 2133 | 2135 

CD | =930 | «993 

CE | -1200 | 1202 

DG | =552 | =557 

EC | ~136 | +137 

EF 135 137 

FE | =-29.7| . «        



  

  

  

  

      

3 5 

38 wae "29 , si, | ~ & 
© rae ofn | Bot Baty 8 aS | we 8 

a On Fo Et re Om st Oey = fy a ag Qs 

3(c) 5 10 16 | ,coo% | aB | «1200 | =1200 

Ba | -800 | ~800 

BE 1201 1200 | 0.08 

no | 2400 | -goo} 

cB | <¢oo | =600 

cD 600 600 

ap) 6 20 35 0003 | AB | -2832 | -2838 

| Ba | 22326 | 42345 

BG 2320 | 2345 | 1.06 

cB | 2608 | 1612 

cD | =1614 | -1612 

po | 6 ~8m | .799 

DE “10h, lL OF 

DF | 2211 | 2203 

m | ie | no 
FG | a1112 | .o9 

GP of 1223 | LL 

ED | 1956 | 1954 

3fo) , 6 20 £0 0018 GD 2636 w 
( Sidesway , - . 

DG | -1272 | «1300   neglected)             
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| lio frames were completely analyzed by Zurmuhi! s method, . The 

stiffness matrices of the frames of Figure 3(») end 3(c) were inverted 

by Zurmuhi.' S method to compare the accuracy ane. time required with 

those of Dyyer's method, using the sane mmber of computer decinals, 

Referring to the inversion ‘of frane 3(») » indicated above under "Pranes 

Analyzed", it is seen that, using the samc mmber of decimals through- 

out, Duyer!s nethod. with partitioning gives a slightly more accurate , 

inverse than Zurmhlis method, Frazer, Duncan, and Collar' 8) note that 

the nethed of partitioning does improve the accuracy of an inverse, 

Using Zummhi's nethod for invertin: the non-symetric 

atiffness matrix, no economy of time results from the fact that the 

matrix includes a symmetric sulmetrix, Thus, using Zuxmuhl's method, 

‘more time is spent.on the elenents of the symmetric submatrix than vhen . 

‘using Duyex' s nethod, A part of this lost tine is regained in the 

computations involving the non-symetric olenonts, since Zumubhl! S| 

nethod requires less tine than the nethod of partitioning, LExtrapo~ 

lating from adnittedly slight ovidence, it appears that Zummuhl''s nethod 

requires more time than Duyer's method and partitioning, if no more than 

tyo rows and columns of the stiffness nated are due to sidesway. ‘The 

measured difference in time for the two frenes investigated by both 

nethods was slight, leading the author to boliove that Zurmbl! s nethod 

would be slightly more rapid if nore than tuo or three columns: and rows 

are due to sidesuays | | |
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VI. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

‘Results of the investigation of the matrix power series 

method of inversion are largely negative. Table 4 indicates an 

unreasonable length of time required for inverting matrices, even 

when the norm test indicates fairly rapid converger.ce. The only 

conceivable situation in which this method might prove advantageous 

is one in which the difference in pay scales between engineers and 

calculator operators is extremely great. In such a case, it might 

-preve advantageous to have an engineer set up the matrix equations, 

using the inexpensive Labor to perform the inversion. The author 

does not consider this situation extremely probable. If it should 

arise, however, then curves indicating the rate of convergence of 

the series for any value of norm < and any order matrix might 

be worth developing. | 7 | | | - 

| The method of partitioning, with Dwyer's method used to 

invert the symmetric submatrix, is reasonably rapid if the number 

_ of rows. and columns of the stiffness matrix due to sidesway is 

small. Even though tie matrix method requires more time than mo- 

ment distribution for the analysis of a single losding condition, 

the matrix method may be more economical of time when many loading 

conditions are to be analyzed. Such is the case with a great. number 

of modern structures, which are analyzed separately for dead load, 

snow and ice loads, and varying wind loads and live loads, in order 

to determine the worst condition for each member. In such cases, it



frequently is economical of time to compute moment coefficients, 

giving the end moments in each member due to a unit unbalanced 

| fixed-end moment at each joint. When such moment coefficients 

are determined by moment distribution, a separate analysis is | 

necessary for each joint. Using the matrix method, joint rotation 

coefficients appear directly in the inverse stiffness matrix, giving 

the rotation of each joint for a unit unbalanced fixed-end moment 

at any joint. Determination of these joint rotation coefficients 

requires only one analysis by the matrix method . Consequently, the 

value of ‘such coefficients in a given frame provides a good index 

to the value of the matrix methods. | | 

- Zurmuhl's method appears inferior to Dwyer's method used 

with partitioning when the number of rows and columns due to side- 

sway is small as compared to the order of the stiffness matrix. 

When the number of joint translations approaches the nutiber of ro= 

tations, Zurnwkhl's method 1s advantageous. For matrices of high 

order, including many joint translations, Zurmuhl 'g method may be 

used to advantage in inverting the submatrix fo], Duyer's method 

being used to invert the symmetric submatrix, and these two inverse 

matrices being used with the method of partitioning to invert the 

original stiffness matrix.
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VII, CONCLUSIONS Be 

The matrix power series method of inversion is impractical, 

since the series diverges, or converges extremely slowly, except in 

the analysis of very special and, usually, impractical. frames. 

Dwyer's method, Zurmuhl's method, and the method of par- 

titioning, used with discrimination, suffice to invert any stiff- 

ness matrix with satisfactory rapidity. These methods are rapid . 

enough to compete with moment distribution when a frame is to be 

analyzed for many loading conditions. This condition is met fre- 

quently enough to male a study of matrix algebra worth while for 

the structural engineer. | | | 

Both Dwyer's method and Zurmuhi's s method yield reasonable 

accuracy when four :significant figures are ‘used in the original | 

stiffness matrix and .’our decimals are used throughout the compu- 

tations, provided the stiffnesses of the frame members do not 

differ extremely.
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